Clustered schedules in allergen-specific immunotherapy.
Injective immunotherapy is traditionally performed with a build-up phase lasting 3 to 4 months. The costs, decreasing compliance from both patients and clinicians and inconveniences due to this schedule may be overcome using different schedules. A revision of the published papers with clustered schedules has been made. Attention has been focussed on tolerance and its relationships with relevant parameters such as kind of extract (aqueous or depot), allergens and their pharmaceutical presentation, schedule followed, use or not of a premedication, clinical manifestations of patients before treatment. For a better revision, papers dealing with clustered schedules have been divided into two groups. The first group includes 20 papers not designed to study the clustered schedule but using it to study other parameters affected by specific immunotherapy. The second group includes 9 papers specifically or mainly designed to study the clustered schedule. A huge difference in the rate of side effects could be assessed among different papers, even in studies run with similar allergens from the same producer and with a similar schedule. Summarizing the results of the revision, the following conditions seem to lead to the optimal tolerance of the clustered schedule: use of a premedication; use of a depot preparation; use of no more than 4 administrations per cluster; administration of 1-2 clusters per week and of 4 to 6 clusters in total. These results seem promising but further efforts are required to better define the optimal clustered schedule.